Wall stress in media layer of stented three-layered aortic aneurysm at different intraluminal thrombus locations with pulsatile heart cycle.
At the point when the aorta ruptures suddenly, as opposed to as the after-effect of injury, it is for the most part in aortic aneurysm. Aortic aneurysm rupture happens when the wall stress surpasses the strength of the vascular tissue. Intraluminal thrombus (ILT) may have advantages as it can absorb tension and decrease aortic aneurysm wall stress. This study aims to investigate the presence and growth effects of ILT on the wall stress in a stented aneurysm in one heart cycle. A virtual stented aneurysm model with ILT was made to study the flow and wall dynamics using fluid-structure interaction (FSI) analysis. Wall stresses at the center line of media layer of aorta thickness were calculated by two-dimensional axisymmetric finite element analysis. Calculations were executed as thrombus elastic modulus increased from 0.1 to 2 MPa and calculations were repeated as thrombus depth was increased in 10% increment until thrombus filled the whole aneurysm cavity. The von Mises stresses were compared in three sections, namely proximal, aneurysm and distal sections in the abdominal aorta. The wall stress showed its maximum value during a peak flow and pressure and gradually decreased as the pressure and velocity of blood reduced in all three aforementioned sections. As the intraluminal thrombus depth increased from 10% to 100%, the wall stress in distal, proximal and centre of aneurysm during one heart cycle was decreased. Furthermore, increasing the elastic modulus of thrombus from 10% to 100% triggered a reduction in wall stress in proximal, centre of intraluminal thrombus and distal regions during one heart cycle. The achievements of this study may have implications not only for understanding the wall stress in ILT, but also for providing more detailed information about aortic aneurysm with intraluminal thrombus and can help surgeons to do their best.